
You are on a journey to discover the Mystery of Who I am and what exactly I can do. 
You know from experience that you don’t go looking till there is a reason for your 
search. There has to be a force pushing you in the right direction, and very often I use 
trials and difficulties to make you see your need to explore, your need to embark on a 
mission. Either I allow the battles to grow so intense that you are driven to “search the 
scriptures” for needed answers, or even better, through your battles you have arrived at 
a place where you must know Me … a place where you long to discover all I have to 
offer, because there’s simply nothing left for you but Me. That is or should be the state 
you desire to be in at all times. In this state, I will fill your hungriness, and I will make the 
world dull in your eyes. But you must desire it. You must want to be consumed by the 
Spirit, only then can I give you the answers you are so desirous of. So come, if you 
need answers; come if you are feeling the need. Even if you don’t “feel” it, come and I 
will show you how empty you really are. Honey, you have forsaken a lot…meaning you 
are empty.  Sometimes you forget that you have to fill that space. So come, and you will 
see just how satisfying I can be. You see, it’s the carnal mind that really fears becoming 
so absorbed by the Spirit. It fears losing its freedom and identity; it’s afraid of sadness. 
That is what stops so many of you from just running wild and free into My Spirit,         
because your carnal mind has convinced you it won’t be good. Thus I bring the fire be-
hind and before you. Most of the time, this is the only way. When you say you want Me 
and decide to give Me a try, I’ll try My utmost to either make you hot or cold. I can’t have 
someone on the side in kind of half-heartedness, so I send tribulations and tests to    
either make you for or against Me. How I love to see the broken vessel… that one who 
has allowed the breaking of My hand to soften and warm them. These will pour forth My 
living waters. They truly see and desire to see Me as I am and have chosen to embrace 
Me. That’s why I can pour out My heart and deeper secrets to them. 

Mysterious Keys, The - Part 3  

 (Jesus:) This new age for My children has placed many new gifts in your 
hands. I have opened the heavens, the very gates of My Kingdom, and given you the 
means to avail yourselves of all that you need to face the difficulties of this day and age. 

As I said to you, it depends how much you desire to avail yourself of this power. 
Yes, I have given it to all the Children of David, but look at where some of them are 
now.  You can “have” this power, but still be not going on as you should be. It is given to 
you, but where will you go with it? The difficulties will continue to increase here in this 
Home, but those who have really grabbed a hold of the keys will not see it in this way. 
They will see it as the necessary training and will meet it with desperation. They will not 
be troubled or distressed by the increasing difficulty. I will up the requirements to remain 
My disciple as the End draws even closer. This will happen in the world drastically; just 
to remain a Christian will require a great deal of conviction. But it will begin here, in your 
lives, if you don’t take hold of Me in earnest and really desire to move forward, you will 
see the greater battles as something unfair and too hard. You must cleave unto Me  
today, prove Me today, prove the keys today. Be those special ones and prove My 
Word to be true.  

I placed the keys to My Kingdom in your hands, and each one of My brides must 
find out exactly which keys I will teach them how to use. Often My loves find out 
which keys are theirs to master by present tribulations they face, for through   
these tests they are able to reach up and find that I have granted them the        
solution through a gift of My Spirit. 



Saramay Blue Angel- I have taught. I have trained. Sometimes you have been 
unaware of the insight I have been imparting to you. There were times that you      
struggled viciously and were unable to move on. But as you cried out –even just by          
faith- little by little or sometimes all at once- a light came on. An understanding came to 
you, either by some certain paragraph you were led to read or by direct revelation. But 
what you didn’t realize is that it has always been the keys. It has been their power    
enlightening and showing the way.  The keys work best when there is some desperation 
behind your calling.  

It’s like what you realized after hearing that prophecy (David’s prophecy on More 
on the Keys) on finding the keys to battles; you have been shown what that means for 
you. In all battles, there are keys to be found, personal keys, which if called on, will 
make a tremendous difference. Sometimes the Lord allows you go on for a long time 
without showing you, for “as your days so shall your strength be”, but once you reach 
that point and get to that stage and really see the truth as it is, or you are willing to be 
shown, then the Lord starts revealing to you what it is you need to do to gain victory. 
What you usually don’t realize is that when you get that “revelation,” it’s the keys. Yes, 
it’s the keys, and there is a key to find in that particular revealing you just experienced. 
You all know the experience when you have been struggling with something for a long 
time, and you are desperate and you’re tired and spent, but then through some means 
or other, a light comes on, the veil is parted and you see some truth that has escaped 
you all this time. Sometimes it’s just a glimpse, other times it is something that is yours 
to keep and impart to others. But what I am getting at is …those experiences are the 
keys. In each situation, there is a key for you, to help you. When you get this key, it’s 
like your prize and trophy for having fought that battle. And through your battles, the 
Lord is leading you down your path to discovering all your personal keys. You have 
them; they’re yours, but as you know, the keys’ power is activated much more when you 

call them by name. So in each battle you have faced and in each battle you have risen 
above, there was a key there getting you through. These are your keys, and we your 
blue angels are holding them out to you. Even now a light is coming on…like the keys 
are so real and personal. And yes, it makes a difference in your life when you find your 
keys and begin to call on them.  It is a means for you to go deeper with the keys, to   
actually believe when you get specific and intimate with them that it makes a difference.  
When you reach out and long for them they will hear your cry. You aren’t full or       
complete without these keys and Jesus knows that it’s the battles that make you      
desperate and see the need for your keys. So all of you find your keys; ask us, your 
blue angels, to reveal to you the keys that have been revealed to you through the      
different struggles and battles you have overcome. It’s like you have personal spirit 
helpers and to work better with them you have to find out their names and talk and   
interact with them. So is it with the keys, you each have your set of personal keys, and 
to work better with them and to be as spiritually strong as you need to be, you must find 
out their names and begin to use them. There is a miracle waiting for you and once you 
begin to call on these keys, you will be able to go deeper into the Spirit world and will 
become more prepared to meet your destiny. And if that is what you want, then seek, 
seek, seek look back on your victories and remember what helped you through, for it 
was your keys at work. I love you   

116. (Jesus: ) Yes‚ there are many keys. The keys of the Kingdom are not just 
one key with one use, nor even one small key ring with several important uses. If they 
were to be pictured in earthly terms, they would comprise a huge, massive, powerful 
key ring. For every impossibility, there is a key that is perfectly designed to transform it 
into a possibility. There is a key for everything. This is why there are no impossibilities, 
because for each seeming impossibility there is a spiritual law put into effect by the 
keys, which renders that impossibility void. There are an unlimited number of keys,   



because I can continually make new ones if needed--although I have a mighty grand 
collection already covering just about any scenario. 

Jesus – I created your keys when I created you, and though you were aware of 
them in Heaven, you didn’t know them as much as you wanted to. So I built this training 
ground for you, so you could discover the keys, so you could discover Me, for I am the 
keys. Each new key you find, is like finding another piece of Me. And the more you use 
the keys and become intimate with them, it’s like you’re getting and collecting pieces of 
Me. It is only in possessing the keys, that you can really know Me completely. They are 
like My code and through using them and learning about them, you unlock Me. I am 
Mystery that needs to be unveiled and you saw that in the Heavenly Realm. You saw 
that there was more to Me. There were more pieces to Me. You were very familiar with 
the keys in Heaven, yet you knew you would never know them the way you were     
destined to unless you went through this training. So we agreed to send you down to 
the land of “impossible,” so that you, while there, might learn to avail yourself of the 
keys to make all impossibilities possible. To know My dimensions you must first be 
blind. What does that mean? It means I am the answer, and for you to really see and 
know that, you must first be without answers. I am so vast and when you said yes to 
Earth, you embarked on the endless, yet thrilling journey of finding Me out. What     
wonderful thing to live for. All the revelations I have given so far tie in with this: Jesus is 
Enough, Rising Above, Heavenly Vision, Full Possession and Heavenly Thought Power. 
All these prophecies are to get you going in the right direction and are so deep if you’d 
just dive into them and really desire to see Me as I am. When I open Myself up to you it 
is because I see that you want Me. Like the Keys of Desire revelation, it all begins and 
ends with wanting Me. Do you wish to continue on this wonderful experience of knowing 
Me?  Then, My love, come to bed with Me, come to Me above all else and I will reveal 

to you what I am. I will give to you My heart, and piece by piece you will obtain Me. Key 
by key, you will get to know Me. Is this your purpose? If I am what you want, then,    
beloved, come and I will be your purpose and I will show you that this is where true joy 
and meaning is found. It is Me; I am the Answer to every impossible and the Water that 
fills every vacancy. Use the keys. Use Me, and I will be all you need every time. 

You Are On A Journey 


